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Information leakage

• Aim: Protection of sensitive information


• General Problem: correlation between secrets and observables 
• Access control and encryption are not always sufficient: leak of 

sensitive information may happen through the correlation with 
information available to the adversary (observables). 

• In general it is impossible to eliminate completely any leak 
because the observables are intrinsic to the system, but we 
can mitigate the threat by reducing the observables to the 
minimum and/or by obfuscating the correlation

Blood type:
Birth date:    
HIV:

AB
9/5/46
positive



Examples of Leakage via correlated observables

Election tabulation 
(example: Sicilian attack)

Execution time 
side channel attack



Password checker 1

Password: K1K2 . . .KN

Input by the user: x1x2 . . . xN

Output: out (Fail or OK)

Intrinsic leakage 

By learning the result of the 
check the adversary learns 
something about the secret
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Example 

However the leakage is very small.  An attack takes exponential time



Example

Password checker 2

Password: K1K2 . . .KN

Input by the user: x1x2 . . . xN

Output: out (Fail or OK)

More efficient, but what about 
security?
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Password checker 2

Password: K1K2 . . .KN

Input by the user: x1x2 . . . xN

Output: out (Fail or OK)

Side channel attack 

If the adversary can measure 
the execution time, then he can 
also learn the longest correct 
prefix of the password
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Example

The leakage is much larger than before.  The attack is polynomial
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Privacy via anonymity

However, k-anonymity has been shown ineffective: in the last 
decade several de-anonymization attacks have been shown
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However, removing personal identifiers usually is not sufficient: we 
need to consider also the so-called quasi-identifiers, namely the 
attributes that allow to retrieve the identity (DOB, ZIP code,…)                                        

k-anonymity [Samarati and Sweeney, 2000]:  Make sure that every 
tuple of quasi-identifiers corresponds to at least k people 

Until recently the most used 
sanitization technique has been  
anonymization, i.e., removal of 
personal identifiers: name, SSN, … 



Problems with K-anonymity

I. Every public information can be a quasi-
identifier.  

• Large sparse datasets (the simple presence of values 
in certain columns constitutes a unique signature)

• The graphs of relations

• ...   

II. Like all deterministic methods for 
information-protection, k-anonymity is 
subject to composition attacks
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Robust De-anonymization of Large Sparse Datasets.                      
Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2008. 

Showed the limitations of K-anonymity
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De-anonymization of the Netflix Prize 
dataset (500,000 anonymous records of 
movie ratings), using IMDB as the 
source of background knowledge.  

They demonstrated that an adversary 
who knows just a few preferences about 
an individual subscriber can identify his 
record in the dataset.

De-anonymization attacks (I)



De-anonymization attacks (I)

De-anonymizing Social Networks.                                      
Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2009. 
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By using only the network topology, they were able to show that 
33% of the users who had accounts on both Twitter  and Flickr 
could be re-identified in the anonymous Twitter graph with only a 
12% error rate.



Deterministic approaches are based on the principle that 
one observable corresponds to many possible values of the 
secret
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Secrets Observables

Composition attacks (II)



Composition attacks (II)
Different systems may generate different partitions. 
Their combination may give a small intersection
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Secrets Observables
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Secrets Observables

Composition attacks (II)
Different systems may generate different partitions. 
Their combination may give a small intersection



• SDBs are often used for research purposes.  For example, a medical 
SDB can be used to study the correlation between certain diseases 
and other attributes like: age, sex, weight, etc.    
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• One can only retrieve aggregated information, not personal records
M

ec
ha

ni
sm

• “What is the average weight of people affected by the disease ?”

• “Does Don have the disease ?”

Composition attacks (II)
Example on Statistical Databases



Deterministic methods have a problem are 
not robust wrt composition.  Example

name age disease

Alice 30 no

Bob 30 no

Carl 40 no

Don 40 yes

Ellie 50 no

Frank 50 yes

Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

D1 is 2-anonymous with respect to 
the query.  Namely, every possible 
answer partitions the records in 
groups of at least 2 elements

• A medical database D1 containing correlation between a 
certain disease and age. 

• Query: “what is the minimal age of a person with the 
disease”
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• A medical database D2 
containing correlation between 

the disease and weight. 

Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

name weight disease

Alice 60 no

Bob 90 no

Carl 90 no

Don 100 yes

Ellie 60 no

Frank 100 yes
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• Query:  “what is the 

minimal weight of a person 

with the disease”

Also D2 is 2-anonymous



k-anonymity is not 
compositional

name age disease

Alice 30 no

Bob 30 no

Carl 40 no

Don 40 yes

Ellie 50 no

Frank 50 yes

Combine with the two queries:                                  

minimal weight and the minimal 

age of a person with the disease

Answers:  40, 100.    Unique!

Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

name weight disease

Alice 60 no

Bob 90 no

Carl 90 no

Don 100 yes

Ellie 60 no

Frank 100 yes
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Probabilistic approaches

Modern techniques are based on 
randomization: 

probabilistic approaches.  
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Probabilistic approaches
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Secrets Observables

s
o

Every secret can generate any observable, according to 
a certain probability distribution.  



Probabilistic approaches
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Secrets Observables

By the Bayes law

s
o

p(s|o) / p(o|s)



Probabilistic approaches
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Secrets

Observables



Probabilistic approaches
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Secrets Observables



Randomized approach for 
statistical databases

Introduce some probabilistic noise 
on the answer to obfuscate the link 
with any particular individual
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name age disease

Alice 30 no

Bob 30 no

Carl 40 no

Don 40 yes

Ellie 50 no

Frank 50 yes

Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

Noisy answers

minimal age: 
40 with probability 1/2
30 with probability 1/4
50 with probability 1/4
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Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

name weight disease

Alice 60 no

Bob 90 no

Carl 90 no

Don 100 yes

Ellie 60 no

Frank 100 yes

Noisy answers

minimal weight:
100 with prob. 4/7
90  with prob. 2/7
60  with prob. 1/7
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name age disease

Alice 30 no

Bob 30 no

Carl 40 no

Don 40 yes

Ellie 50 no

Frank 50 yes

Alice Bob

Carl Don

Ellie Frank

name weight disease

Alice 60 no

Bob 90 no

Carl 90 no

Don 100 yes

Ellie 60 no

Frank 100 yes

Noisy answers

Even if he combines the 
answers, the adversary 
cannot tell for sure whether 
a certain person has the 
disease  
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Noisy mechanisms

• The probability distribution must be chosen carefully, 
in order to not destroy the utility of the answer

• A good mechanism should provide a good trade-off 
between privacy and utility.  Note that, for the same 
level of privacy, different mechanisms may provide 
different levels of utility.
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Definition   A randomized mechanism K  is  ε-differentially private if    
for all databases x, x′ which are adjacent (i.e., differ for only one 
record),  and for all z ∈Z, we have 

By the Bayes theorem, this definition corresponds to say that the answer given by K 
does not change significantly the knowledge about an individual (prior and posterior 
are close)

Important properties:  

• DP is robust with respect to composition of queries: the level of privacy e 
decreases linearly with the number of queries

• The definition of DP is independent from the prior

Differential Privacy 

p(K = z|X = x)

p(K = z|X = x

0)
 e

✏
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Typical implementation of differential 
privacy: add Laplacian noise

• Randomized mechanism for a query  f : X → Y.                            

• Add Laplacian noise. If the exact answer is y, the reported answer is z, 
with a probability density function defined as:
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dPy(z) = c e�
|z�y|
�f "

where �f is the sensitivity of f :

�f = max

x⇠x

02X
|f(x)� f(x

0
)|

(x ⇠ x

0
means x and x

0
are adjacent,

i.e., they di↵er only for one record)

and c is a normalization factor:

c =
"

2�f



Intuition behind the Laplace distribution 
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y2y1 z

ratio < ee

ratio = ee

The ratio between these distribution is

• = e" outside the interval [y1, y2]

•  e" inside the interval [y1, y2]

Assume for example

• �f = |f(x1)� f(x2)| = 10

• y1 = f(x1) = 10, y2 = f(x2) = 20

Then:

• dPy1(z) =
"

2·10e
|z�10|

10 "

• dPy2(z) =
"

2·10e
|z�20|

10 "

ratio = e
e
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RAPPOR

Úlfar Erlingsson

Head of the team 
on data security 

and privacy at Google

Differential Privacy at
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Craig Federighi, 
Vice president of

Software Engineering @Apple

Apple has been doing some 
important work in this area 
to enable differential 
privacy to be deployed at 
scale.”

Keynote speech
Annual conference 2016

Apple software developers

Differential Privacy at Apple
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Concurrency theory 
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Password: K1K2 . . .KN

Input by the user: x1x2 . . . xN

Output: out (Fail or OK)

Example: 
Password checker

Consider again the following two implementations. 
Are they equivalent?

• Models
• Verification : model checking and equivalences        



Representation as transition systems 
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OK OK FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

x?

x?

x?

x?

x?

x?

They are not equivalent:  They have different traces !



Information leakage perspective

• High inputs (secrets): encoded as states

• Low inputs: input transitions 

• High outputs: silent transitions

• Low outputs (observables): output transitions
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The basic information leakage problem: 
Is it possible to infer information about the secrets by 
observing  the sequences of low outputs?

From an abstract point of view, this corresponds to check 
whether two executions starting from different states (i.e., 
different values of the secret) have the same traces or not

Representation of IL notions in transitions systems

FAIL

x?



The challenges of concurrency for 
verification of information leakage 

1. Concurrent systems are typically 
reactive and open: observable 
traces are potentially infinite!       
When do I stop checking?
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2. Concurrent systems are 
typically interactive: their 
behavior depends on the 
context.                          
Traces are not compositional

50c?

coffe? tea?

COFFE TEA
50c?50c?

coffe? tea?

TEACOFFE



Checking leakage via trace equivalence
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OK FAIL
FAIL

FAIL

x?

x?

x?

For different values of  k1k2...kn  the traces will be different

FAIL

a

b

c

k1k2...kn



Bisimulation
Both these problems for verification (compositionality and 
infinite traces) are solved by the notion of bisimulation:

s and t are bisimilar iff
for any transition s→s'  there exists a matching transition 
t→t'   and s’ and t’ are bisimilar,   
and viceversa  

• If s and t are bisimilar, then they have the same traces 

• Bisimulation is compositional: if s and t are bisimilar, then they are 
bisimilar in any context (i.e., they remain bisimilar when composed with 
other systems)

• Reasonably efficient to check (polynomial in the number of states)

• Methods to reduce the number of states (up-to techniques, factorizations, 
etc.)
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Bisimulation and probabilistic behavior
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all this is very nice, 
but it does not handle

 probabilistic
 behavior

should we worry
about it ?



Yes, probabilities are important !

• They are used in concurrency                    
to approximate the behavior of the system 
when the details are too complicated

• They are used in security and privacy

• to model the probabilistic knowledge of the adversary

• many methods for security, anonymity and privacy 
protection are probabilistic (e.g., differential privacy)
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Differential privacy on traces
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s s’

  

sup

 
log

p(s |=  )

p(s0 |=  )
 ✏

Note that this is a notion of pseudo distance between s and s0



DP in concurrency
We need a notion that has good properties and that allows us 
to prove properties on traces. In classical process algebra this 
role is typically played by bisimulation. 

However classical bisimulation is not suitable:  We don't want 
to only distinguish between different traces, we want to 
quantify the difference.

More precisely, we want to give an upper bound to the 
distance between the probability distributions on the traces 
generated by two different states 

Distance between states  



Notation
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s
a! µ

µ(s1)

µ(s2)

µ(sn)

s1 s2
sn

s

a

where s is a state, a is an action,

and µ is a probability distribution

d(s, s0) : the distance between s, s0

d(µ, µ0) : the distance between µ, µ0



From bisimulations to 
bisimulation metrics 

• The notion of distance 
should depend on the 
structure of the transition 
tree, and on the 
probabilities

• More difference in the 
probabilities should imply 
greater distance

0.5 0.5 0.51 0.49

0.9 0.1



Desiderata I
Bisimulation is a well-understood notion, with associated a rich 
conceptual framework and useful notions and tools, hence we 
are interested in pseudo metrics that are: 

1. Conservative extensions of the notion of bisimulation:

2. Defined via the same kind of coinductive definition, i.e., as 
greatest fixpoints of the same kind of operator
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d(s, s0) = 0 i↵ s ⇠ s0

if d(s, s0) < " then
if s

a! µ then 9µ0 s.t. s0
a! µ0 and d(µ, µ0) < "

if s0
a! µ0 then 9µ s.t. s

a! µ and d(µ, µ0) < "



Desiderata II

3. The typical process algebra operators should be non-
expansive wrt the pseudo metric.                                                         
This is the metric counterpart of the congruence property          
→ Compositional reasoning and verification

4. The pseudo metric should be stronger than the one which 
defined the privacy property:

where  dT  is the metric used to define the privacy property
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d(op(s, s1), op(s, s2))  d(s1, s2)

dT (s, s
0)  d(s, s0)



Consider again the formula that defines the pseudo metric 
coinductively:.  

In order to do the coinductive step, we need to lift d from states 
to distributions on states. 
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What distance between distributions? 

if d(s, s0) < " then
if s

a! µ then 9µ0 s.t. s0
a! µ0 and d(µ, µ0) < "

if s0
a! µ0 then 9µ s.t. s

a! µ and d(µ, µ0) < "

In literature there are several notions of distance between 
distributions, but in general they don't work well with 
coinduction. One notion that works is the Kantorovich distance 



• The Kantorovich metric (in dual form) is the cost of making 
two distributions equal:

The Kantorovich distance (dual form)
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d(µ, µ0) = min
↵

X

s,s0

↵(s, s0)d(s, s0)

where ↵
X

s0

↵(s, s0) = µ(s) and
X

s

↵(s, s0) = µ0(s0)

• Transportation problem:
1 1

4

4Cost = 3



• The Kantorovich metric (in dual form) is the cost of making 
two distributions equal:
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d(µ, µ0) = min
↵

X

s,s0

↵(s, s0)d(s, s0)

where ↵
X

s0

↵(s, s0) = µ(s) and
X

s

↵(s, s0) = µ0(s0)

• Transportation problem:

The Kantorovich distance (dual form)

4

4

1 1

Cost = 9



Kantorovich distance (primal form)
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d(µ, µ0) = sup
f

|
X

s

f(s)µ(s)�
X

s

f(s)µ0(s)|

However, the standard  Kantorovich distance does not serve our 
purposes, because it does not provide an upper bound to the 
distance based on traces, expressing the DP property
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Generalization of the K. distance
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• We substitute the standard difference  between reals with the 
distance that we need for the definition of the DP property.  
Let d' be this distance. Define:

•  The construction is actually general, for any vector space 
equipped with any distance d'.  

• The property expressing DP is:

• Hence we use the following d' (on reals) 

d0(µ, µ0) = sup
f

d0(
X

s

f(s)µ(s),
X

s

f(s)µ0(s))

sup

 
log

p(s |=  )

p(s0 |=  )
 ✏

d0(a, b) = log

a

b



Generalization of the K. distance
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•  The resulting lifting on distributions is:

•  We have proved that this definition satisfies all the desiderata. 
In particular, it allows a coinductive construction of a metric 
(the smallest bisimulation distance) that is stronger than the 
original one of the DP definition:

d0(µ, µ0
) = sup

f
log

P
s f(s)µ(s)P
s f(s)µ

0
(s)

sup

 
log

p(s |=  )

p(s0 |=  )
 d(s, s0)



Summary, current work and open problems

• We have a generalized version of the Kantorovich metric 
that satisfies the desiderata. 

• We are working on a logic for model checking, and on the 
generalization of the up-to techniques 

• We can handle nondeterminism in the usual way (lifting to 
the Hausdorff metric), but from the point of view of DP 
(and of security and privacy in general), unrestricted 
nondeterminism is problematic (problem of the scheduler)
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Thank you !


